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Friction Lab Report | Friction | Force
Physics Friction Lab Report using the electronic scale. Do not rely on the mass readings on the
masses themselves, as time and wear has significantly decreased the mass shown. Data Recording
10. Now you will record the two masses in a data table.
Static and Kinetic Friction | Experiment #12 from Physics ...
When one body makes an attempt to slide over another body, an opposing force called the force of
friction arises as a reaction to the applied force, and acts in the opposite direction. Static...
Static and Kinetic Friction - Web Physics
Students do this in an inquiry lab where they come up with the variables and test how those
variables affect the force of friction. In this lab, students are asking questions about what affects
friction (SP1), collecting and analyzing data (SP4), and finally constructing explanations (SP6) by
making claims about the relationships of each variable to friction.
Friction Lab - The Physics Aviary
Lab#4 Friction Lab. FRICTION. In this activity you will examine how static and kinetic frictional
forces vary as the normal force between an object and a surface is changed. You will apply a
horizontal force to a block of wood loaded with weights in order to pull the block at constant
velocity across a horizontal plane.
Friction Lab - Physics
Friction is a force that always opposes the motion of an object. According to velocity, friction may
be classified into static friction force, Fs (when velocity = 0) and sliding friction force, Fk (when
velocity 0). Static friction force, Fs is a force between two objects that are not moving relative to
one another.
Lab - Static and Kinetic Friction - Google Docs
1. Attach string between spring scale and wood block. Zero spring scale. 2. Place 1000g mass on
top of wood block, and place wood block on desk. 3. Pull from the spring scale at a constant
velocity. Measure force on spring scale. 4. Repeat step 3 using 3 different masses on one
Friction - MeitY OLabs
At FrictionLabs we make clean, longer lasting chalk for athletes who demand better grip. Use Less.
Do More. Be Inspired.
The Laboratory - Physics
Static friction is the force that counters your force on the box. If you apply a light horizontal push
that does not move the box, the static friction force is also small and directly opposite to your push.
If you push harder, the friction force increases to match the magnitude of your push.
Physics - Friction Lab
Experiment 5 ~ Friction Purpose: In this lab, you will make some basic measurements of friction.
First you will measure the coefficients of static friction between several combinations of surfaces
using a heavy block and a set of hanging masses.
General Physics Lab 6: Friction - La Salle University
IUPUI Physics Department 21800/P201 Laboratory Page 1 of 6. Static and Kinetic Friction.
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Objectives. In this lab you will • investigate how friction varies with the applied force. • measure the
coefficients of static and kinetic friction. • learn how to use the Vernier Force Sensor.
Experiment 5 ~ Friction
Friction. One is then left with the frictional force being proportional to the force exterted
perpendicular to the surface, that is, the normal force. Any material dependence from the third
consideration will be encoded in the proportionality constant called the coefficient of friction .
Experiment 6: Friction - IIT College of Science
Static friction is the force responsible for holding an object in place. In order for an object to move,
the applied force must overcome the force of static friction. Our lab uses the force of gravity in
order to find the maximum static friction force on an object before it turns into kinetic friction. This
will help in the
FrictionLabs - Chalk for Athletes Who Demand Better Grip
Experiment 6: Friction In previous labs we studied Newton’s laws in an \ideal" setting, that is, one
where friction and air resistance were ignored. However, from our everyday experience with
motion, we know that friction must be taken into account for a realistic description of practical
situations - it is something we cannot ignore.
Tenth grade Lesson Friction Lab, Day 1 | BetterLesson
The pulling force which causes the constant speed motion is equal to the force of sliding friction on
the wood block. These values of static friction force and sliding friction force can be obtained from
the software program which accompanies the lab interface. Additional trials are performed for
varying mass.
physics lab report. Aim To determine the coefficient of ...
Welcome to The Laboratory! Integral. Sacred. More than a mere place in the back of the classroom,
the laboratory is the place where physics students do physics. It is in the laboratory that physics
students learn to practice the activities of scientists - asking questions, performing procedures,
collecting data, analyzing data, answering questions,...

Friction Lab Physics
Friction Lab. You will be pulling with increasing tension until the object begins to slide and then you
will keep the object moving at a slow steady speed. The graph below the action is a graph of the
tension in the string. When you are ready to start the experiment, click on the begin button.
PHYSICS FRICTION LAB REPORT - Friction Lab Part I We are ...
If you try to slide a heavy box resting on the floor, you may find it difficult to get the box moving.
Static friction is the force that is counters your force on the box. If you apply a light...
Friction Forces Lab - Team NiHa0
View Lab Report - PHYSICS FRICTION LAB REPORT from PHYSICS 1A at Texas Tech University.
Friction Lab Part I: We are testing the effect of surface area on kinetic and static friction. Mass of
block
Friction Lab by Alyssa Powers on Prezi
 The force of the hand equals the force of sliding friction! The spring scale measures the strength
of the hand and at a steady speed this pulling force is balanced/equal to the resisting frictional
force. Force of Friction Lab Report
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